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With more than 300,000 copies in print, The Real Vitamin & Mineral Book is a trusted resource
for people seeking to make sense of the plethora of information about nutritional supplements.
Now in its fourth edition, this book provides up-to-date scientific validation for the use of dietary
supplementation in both the treatment and prevention of disease and for overall optimum health-
the very facts that are not made available to consumers when they purchase supplements.In this
fully revised and updated fourth edition, readers will find:- complete usage and dosage
recommendations for the twenty-eight basic vitamins and minerals that every person needs to
promote health and to slow aging;- advanced recommendations for special conditions that may
require additional supplementation; and- quick-reference charts and tables for easily updating
supplement regimens.With clear, understandable explanations, the most current scientifically
documented nutrient guidelines, and easy-to-follow charts, The Real Vitamin & Mineral Book is
concise and to the point-the only resource readers will need.

About the AuthorShari Lieberman, Ph.D., CNS, FACN, is a nutrition scientist and exercise
physiologist with more than twenty years of clinical and research experience in nutrition. She is
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literature.Preface to the Fourth EditionIT’S BEEN more than ten years since the first edition of
The Real Vitamin & Mineral Book was written and published. With each edition we sift through
voluminous amounts of research, since science in the field of nutrition grows at an exponential
rate. What did we find with this edition? That there are even more data that confirm the use of
nutritional supplementation at ODI (Optimum Daily Intake) levels—most of which are well
beyond the RDIs or RDAs. There are very few negative studies, and we address the important
ones in this book—meaning the ones that have gotten the most media attention. The most
glaring issue is when one negative study that flies in the face of virtually all other studies hits the
media and is quickly disseminated to the public. And the numerous experts who respond to
these studies virtually never see airtime to explain the flaws. One major example is the “study”
that claimed vitamin E supplementation increased death (see page 107).There have been
numerous rebuttals written by well-known antioxidant experts (none of whom were the authors
of the study) that agreed the analysis of the authors was flawed and the information about
increased death rates was erroneous. If we take an imaginary scale and put all the positive
vitamin E studies on one side and all the negative vitamin E studies on the other side—the scale
tips quickly to the positive side. If we further go through the studies and separate those studies
that either used natural vitamin E (often with mixed tocopherols or tocotrienols) in food or
supplements versus those studies that used synthetic vitamin E, the scale tips even further to
the positive side. For example, well-designed studies that show vitamin E supplementation may
prevent Lou Gehrig’s disease (amyotrophic lateral sclerosis), which is always fatal, as well as a
host of other diseases, including cardiovascular disease, cancer, and diabetes, are largely
ignored by the media.Did you know that there are negative drug studies as well? These appear
to only get out to the public when the end point is death, such as with Vioxx. However, there are
often other dangers. Did you know that acetaminophen is one of the leading causes of



emergency room visits, liver failure, and a need for a liver transplant? This obviously suggests
that the warning label for its use is sorely lacking in getting the message across. Even using it
properly over many years can increase blood pressure, which is a risk factor for cardiovascular
disease. Adverse drug reactions (including prescription drugs) cause more than 100,000 deaths
per year. There is no dietary supplement that carries anywhere near the risks associated with
any over-the-counter or prescription drug.Why the bias? There are many theories. An excellent
article, “Selling Sickness: the Pharmaceutical Industry and Disease Mongering,” written by Ray
Moynihan and colleagues (British Medical Journal 2002, 886-91), discusses the huge amount of
money to be made from telling healthy people they’re sick. This “medicalization” is better
described as “disease mongering,” which extends the boundaries of treatable illness in order to
expand markets for new products. Disease mongering can include turning ordinary ailments into
medical problems, seeing mild symptoms as serious, treating personal problems as medical
ones, seeing risks as diseases, and framing prevalence estimates to maximize potential
markets. There is a vested, financial incentive to sell sickness to the world. It’s all about the
money, and the vast majority of dietary supplements are not patentable. Therefore, millions of
dollars of research funding need to come from somewhere. It costs more than $400 million to
bring a new drug to market—a number out of the reach of any dietary supplement company. And
even with great research, supplement companies lack the funds to compete with the billions
spent on advertising and lobbying by the pharmaceutical industry.It is still extremely difficult to
get accurate information about preventing, treating, or mitigating any disease when you buy a
dietary supplement— despite all the research. While we hope this drastically changes in our
lifetime, until it does, we will just have to keep updating this book. Even when there are literally
thousands of studies, such as there are on fish oil, you will still not know when you pick up a
bottle that it can dramatically decrease your risk of sudden death.You will not know exactly how
much of a particular nutrient (or combination of nutrients) will specifically impact your immune
system, cardiovascular system, or even brain function. And the media does very little other than
promote the newest drug of the week or the month to the public. The public is given very little
information about how to naturally deal with everyday problems, such as allergies or
asthma.Dietary supplements and lifestyle changes can help us live healthier lives.Yet instead,
prescription drugs are being advertised to the public for most health problems. For example, if
you have high cholesterol, then you are prescribed statins. However, if we simply look at the
research on lowering blood lipids, niacin is the treatment of choice. It is safe, effective, and
comes in forms that are flush free and far less toxic than the use of statins. Studies have even
shown that statins work better when combined with niacin (although one could argue: why not
use niacin alone?). Nancy and I are not against the use of drugs. Statins certainly have their
place for folks who have had a history of heart disease. But to put people on statins simply
because they have a high level of cholesterol or LDL (“bad”) cholesterol is not thoughtful
medicine. After all, the “side effects” of niacin are a lowering of total cholesterol, LDL cholesterol,
and triglycerides and an increase in HDL (“good”) cholesterol. Do you know of any prescription



drugs that have such beneficial additional effects? On the contrary, people often end up taking
additional medications to deal with the side effects of the original medication.Another example
of the efficacy of nutritional healing is fish oil. If we look at the research on fish oil and sudden
death by heart attack, we see that it has been shown to be the most effective preventive by far—
even compared to baby aspirin. And if we look at fish oil versus statins for lowering C-reactive
protein (an inflammatory marker for heart disease risk), fish oil is equally effective—whether it is
consumed in your diet or taken as supplements. There are also many studies in the field of
integrative medicine that combine conventional treatment with nutritional intervention to
maximize results—using the best of both worlds.Life is about choices—and you have the choice
to take charge of your health using safe and effective dietary supplements. This book is not
intended to replace your medical treatment or medical advice, but to empower both you and
your health-care provider to use the power of nutrition to help you be healthy and stay
healthy.ForewordMANY NUTRITIONISTS still believe that dietary supplements are unnecessary
because any individual can obtain all the necessary vitamins and minerals from a healthful diet.
There are reasons why I believe this concept is fallacious. First, many good dietary regimens
commonly lead to deficiencies in vitamins and minerals such as vitamins A and E, zinc, and
magnesium. Even consuming a “good diet,” the majority of individuals become chromium
deficient over time, potentially leading to many disabilities. Second, such a diet is generally
considered to be one where deficiencies in bodily concentrations of vitamins and minerals do
not occur. Such thinking avoids the possibility that the human body would do better with higher
concentrations of certain vitamins and minerals than expected. Last, and most important, the
average on-the-run, fast-food-ingesting person today in no way consumes a diet providing
adequate amounts of all the necessary vitamins and minerals.The average American seeks
means to attain a longer and healthier life span. To accomplish this, two broad concepts must be
considered. The first is that genes play a significant role in overall health and longevity of an
individual. This is evident, because people have a proclivity to develop maladies similar to their
ancestors, e.g., early onset of cardiovascular diseases or cancer. While much research has
gone into discovering important genes involved in overall health and chronic diseases
associated with aging, suffice it to say, little can be done now to favorably alter genetic makeup.
For the moment, each individual must accept the hand dealt by nature. Nevertheless, we are
getting a handle on genes. In the near future, genetic profiling may become more common and
lead us to helpful knowledge concerning how each individual may respond to a given drug or
dietary supplement. We have always known that even the best drugs and supplements do not
work on everyone. Now we have the possibility of distinguishing the responders from the
nonresponders.While we await reliable information concerning the means to genetically profile
individuals, all is not lost when considering the second broad concept affecting long-term health.
This is where it is important to have dependable knowledge about vitamins and minerals. We
can control our destiny to some extent because environmental conditions, principally nutrition,
also play a significant role in overall health. For example, the rapid increase in cardiovascular



diseases found among Americans in the first half of the twentieth century was attributed to the
“modern diet,” which featured increased intake of fats and sugars at the expense of complex
carbohydrates and fibers. In turn, the more recent reversal in this same trend has been attributed
to dietary awareness of the benefits of low fat consumption, especially diets low in saturated
fats. Of more current interest is the role that so-called trans fats, the unnatural fats in our diets,
have on such problems as central obesity and premature aging. Accordingly, genes may have a
significant role in determining whether we live a long, healthy life; but within the constraints that
genes impose on us, good nutritional practices, such as proper supplementation, can markedly
influence health as well.The best evidence for a nutritional role in maintenance of long-term
health emanates from carefully controlled “caloric restriction” studies carried out mainly under
the sponsorship of the National Institute on Aging. Time and time again, different laboratories
have demonstrated that rats restricted to 30-40 percent of their usual caloric intake live
significantly longer, healthier lives. These rodents look and act healthier over their life span, have
better cardiovascular parameters, and show delayed appearance of tumors with slower tumor
growth. Early studies on primates undergoing similar caloric restrictions also suggest a favorable
health status secondary to caloric restriction. The best evidence of benefit to humans comes
from volunteers who entered the biosphere in Tucson, Arizona. For two years, these volunteers
consumed a diet that contained 30-35 percent fewer calories than the average American
consumes. Team members lost 10-20 percent of their body weight and showed significantly
reduced fasting blood sugars and blood pressure. Cholesterol levels also decreased from an
average of 195 mg/dl to 120 mg/dl. Despite the favorable results, Dr. Edward J. Masoro, a
leading researcher in caloric restriction at University of Texas Health Sciences Center, speaking
for the average individual was quoted as saying, “We could never follow that kind of (severe)
dietary regime.” In addition, humans could not adapt to such a diet before puberty without
inhibiting bone growth and hampering sexual maturation. While the caloric restriction studies
provide us with much information concerning mechanisms behind aging, they do not directly
suggest a therapeutic regimen for humans to prevent aging. However, comprehension of
mechanisms provides clues to useful therapeutic solutions. The question arises whether proper
dietary supplementation could lead to a longer, healthier life span by mimicking the effects of
caloric restriction.To answer this, we have to know how caloric restriction works to enhance
longevity. Although there is not one generally accepted theory, two leading hypotheses are: (1)
decreased free radical formation and (2) maintenance of enhanced insulin sensitivity over a life
span. Neither is mutually exclusive, and there are safe supplements that can favorably influence
each perturbation. If these parameters are important, perhaps supplementation with certain
vitamins and minerals influencing these same parameters in a manner resembling caloric
restriction may lengthen life span and prevent or ameliorate chronic disorders such as
atherosclerosis, heart disease, hypertension, diabetes, and a variety of cancers. Interestingly,
preliminary evidence derived from animal models, while not conclusive, suggests that
antioxidants, which decrease free radical formation and chromium and vanadium and which



enhance insulin sensitivity, can augment the healthy life span of rodents.Some years ago, my
research led me into the field of nutrition. Although I initially focused on a small area of nutrition,
in time, I became aware that there was much more out there I needed to know. Following a
conversation with Dr. Shari Lieberman, she provided me with the first edition of The Real Vitamin
and Mineral Book: Using Supplements for Optimum Health. At my stage, I appreciated the
brevity and clarity of each chapter on a specific topic. The book was highly informative and
persuasive. From what I learned, I even started my own supplement plan after careful thought.
As a longtime member of the Risk/Benefits Committee at Georgetown University Medical
Center, I have been examining human studies designed to evaluate therapeutic interventions.
From reading the first edition of this book, I was impressed with the favorable risk/benefit ratios
of many supplements. Although the evidence of therapeutic benefit may not always be 100
percent conclusive in each case, there is often great potential to be gained from taking
supplements, with little risk involved.As with the first, second, and third editions, this fourth
edition of The Real Vitamin and Mineral Book: The Definitive Guide to Designing Your Personal
Supplement Program is ideally designed to provide maximal information in a timely fashion. The
appendix contains the reference abstracts for the various chapters, which allow the reader to
pursue in greater depth particular topics of interest. Accordingly, the setup of the book provides
the reader with a guide to the nutritional supplements they really need, in their most effective
dosages.In summary, I believe that each individual should become acquainted with the potential
good and bad of supplements. This book by Dr. Lieberman and Ms. Bruning is an excellent start.
With knowledge gained in reading this guide and the good advice of a professional health-care
provider, one can make wise decisions concerning supplementation, keeping in mind that
individual programs should be updated as new information becomes available.Harry G. Preuss,
M.D., MACN, CNSProfessor of Medicine and PathologyGeorgetown University Medical
CenterWashington, D.C.What’s Your Real Vitamin and Mineral IQ?IF YOU SURF THE
INTERNET, if you read newspapers, books, or magazines, if you listen to the radio or watch TV,
you’ve been hearing a lot about vitamin and mineral supplements. Chances are, you’ve been
hearing many contradictory statements and you are confused about the benefits that can
actually be derived from each supplement. I don’t blame you! Try this test, designed to find out
what you really know. If you find your knowledge to be less clear than you thought—don’t
despair. This book will give you all the facts you need to separate the hype from reality.1. If I eat
well, I can get all the nutrients I need from food.a. Trueb. False2. Vitamin E has been shown to:a.
Improve your sex lifeb. Help prevent cancerc. Prevent baldnessd. None of the above3. Enriched
white bread is just as nutritious as whole wheat bread.a. Trueb. False4. Which drug(s) increases
your need for certain vitamins and/or minerals?a. Antibioticsb. Aspirinc. Birth control pillsd.
Antidepressantse. All of the above5. Who generally requires a higher intake of vitamins and
minerals?a. Senior citizensb. Body buildersc. Marathon runnersd. All of the above6. Which
nutrient(s) has been shown to protect against many forms of cancer?a. Calciumb. Magnesiumc.
Seleniumd. Vitamin De. None of the above7. As long as you take supplements, you can eat



whatever you want.a. Trueb. False8. Vitamin C has been shown to ______________ colds.a.
Cureb. Preventc. Shorten the duration ofd. All of the above9. Which nutrient(s) may be effective
in preventing cardiovascular disease?a. Calciumb. Vitamin Ec. Niacind. All of the above10. The
more supplements you take, the better.a. Trueb. FalseAnswers1. B. This may have been true for
early humans, who lived physically active lives, ate wild, fresh, whole food, and breathed clean
air. Today, we eat relatively few nutrient-dense fruits, nuts, and vegetables. Yet we are under
physical and psychological stresses our ancestors never dreamed of, paradoxically raising our
need for many nutrients. Even if we ate a “balanced” diet, our food has less nutrition to begin with
because it is raised using synthetic chemicals, and then it is stored and processed to within an
inch of its life. (For more information, see Chapter 2.)2. B. Many studies have shown that vitamin
E helps protect us against the harmful effects of a variety of carcinogens and toxins, including
carbon tetrachloride, mercury, lead, benzene, ozone, and nitrous oxide. It prevents the formation
of potent carcinogens called nitrosamines from the nitrates found in air pollution, cigarette
smoke, and some foods.Vitamin E also prevents vitamins A and C, two other vitamins that
protect us from carcinogens, from losing their potency in the body. Although severe vitamin E
deficiency did cause infertility in experimental animals, no studies have shown this nutrient to
improve the sex life of humans.Vitamin E does not prevent baldness. (For more information, see
Chapter 8.)3. B. The flour used to make white bread has been depleted of over twenty nutrients,
including up to 40 percent of vitamin C, 85 percent of vitamin B6, and 72 percent of zinc. The
manufacturers then put back a handful of these nutrients (five, to be exact), and call the result
“enriched.” Whole wheat bread and other whole grain breads are much higher in almost every
vitamin and mineral, including trace minerals such as chromium, selenium, and
manganese.They are also higher in protein and fiber. (For more information, see Chapter 2.)4. E.
It is widely recognized that many drugs interact with nutrients in the body, often causing nutrient
depletion. Antibiotics have been shown to interfere with the B vitamins, vitamin C, and calcium.
Antibiotics may also destroy useful bacteria in the colon, thus hindering vitamin K synthesis.
Estrogen-containing medications, such as birth control pills, deplete the body of vitamin B6, folic
acid, and vitamin C. Even aspirin, if used over a long period of time, may deplete the body’s
stores of vitamin C and folic acid. A number of tricyclic antidepressants have been shown to
inhibit enzymes that require coenzyme Q10 (CoQ10), a nutrient that is needed for normal heart
function. (For more information, see Chapter 2.)5. D. Because of their exercise regimens,
marathoners and bodybuilders are under physical stress, which increases their need for many
vitamins and minerals. In addition, people who exercise heavily tend to eat large amounts of
carbohydrates, which increase the need for thiamin. Finally, sweating has been shown to
increase the excretion of certain essential nutrients. Many studies have shown that because of
reduced absorption and poor eating habits, the elderly are also at great risk for having low levels
of nutrients, especially calcium; vitamins B6, B12, E, and D; folic acid; and zinc. (For more
information, see Chapter 2.)6. A, C, and D. There is a higher incidence of cancer among people
who live in geographical areas where the soil is lower in selenium. Studies have correlated many



forms of cancer, but especially breast cancer, with a low selenium intake. Vitamin D is
associated with a lower risk of colon cancer, an effect that is especially strong when combined
with calcium; and vitamin D supplements have also been shown to cut the risk of pancreatic
cancer nearly in half. (For more information, see Chapter 29.)7. B. Supplements are just that—
supplements. They should be taken in addition to an intelligent diet to make up for the nutrients
lost in our food as a result of shipping, storage, processing, and other factors. Supplements are
not meant to overcome a diet that is too high in fat and sugar and too low in fiber. They are
designed to be part of a total health program that includes good fresh food, exercise, stress
reduction, and avoidance of substances known to be harmful to the body. (For more information,
see Chapter 5.)8. C. Vitamin C has been shown to shorten the duration of colds and lessen the
severity of the symptoms. Vitamin C is necessary for the optimum function of the immune
system, but has never been conclusively proven to either prevent or cure the common cold. (For
more information, see Chapter 20.)9. D. Many studies correlate a higher calcium intake with
lower blood pressure.Vitamin E may reduce cholesterol in the blood and increase levels of HDL
(high-density lipoproteins, the “good” type of cholesterol). It may also help prevent platelets from
clogging the arteries. Niacin has been shown to be effective in reducing cholesterol and
triglycerides in the blood. In fact, two studies recommend niacin as the treatment of choice for
these conditions. (For more information, see Chapters 8, 13, and 21.)10. B. For each individual,
there is an optimum amount of each nutrient beyond which the benefits are small or nonexistent.
There is no reason to take, for example, 150 milligrams of the B vitamins if 50 milligrams will do
the job. Although even very high doses of vitamin and mineral supplements are generally not
harmful, it makes no sense economically or healthwise to take more than you really need. (For
more information, see Chapter 4.)Your Score• 7-10 Correct: Excellent• 4-6 Correct: Average• 0-3
Correct: PoorBack to BasicsWHAT DO I mean by the “Real” Vitamin and Mineral book? I mean
several things. First of all, I mean that it is based on scientific research and not hype—real
studies and data you can trust. Secondly, my recommendations are geared toward people who
live in the real world of imperfect food and imperfect diets and various amounts of mental,
emotional, and physical stress—not some nonexistent ideal world in which you can get
everything you need from food. Third, it emphasizes the tried-and-true nutrients—vitamins and
minerals—that form the basic foundation of a complete supplement program. So many people
are being distracted and seduced by exotic supplements, and in the process are becoming
confused and losing sight of the basic nutrients they really need for optimum health. Finally, the
book incorporates the exciting and growing approach to health and medicine called “integrative
medicine.” This wonderful idea reflects the reality that when we combine so-called alternative or
complementary therapies with conventional medicine, we often get a better result than when
conventional medicine is used alone. I have been working with conventional physicians for years
and have seen again and again that specific dietary supplementation can often make
conventional treatment more effective, less toxic, and reduce the effective dose of a particular
medication.These concepts, which are at the heart of this book, are incredibly important



information—information that could change your life. It has changed mine, it has changed my
coauthor’s, and it has changed that of the thousands of patients who have come to me for
advice.Initially, I wanted to be a medical doctor. I was interested in science, and I wanted to work
with people, to help them. I thought that being a physician would allow me to do this.However, as
a premed student, I learned that traditional Western medicine takes quite a rigid and fragmented
approach to health. It is primarily concerned with treating isolated symptoms and diseases
rather than promoting the health of the whole person. I realized that although conventional
medicine has its place and can do a lot of good—even perform miracles—prevention is a far
more potent tool in the larger scheme of things. In addition, it became clear to me that as long as
an illness or condition is not life threatening, nutrition should be the first line of defense.
Compared with modern Western medicine, the nutritional approach is a safe, nontoxic, effective
alternative.My coauthor, Nancy Bruning, came to nutrition and the writing of this book because
of a very personal concern and involvement. Because she had heard that I work with cancer
patients who are undergoing chemotherapy, she interviewed me for her book, Coping With
Chemotherapy. A former cancer chemotherapy patient herself, Nancy was primarily interested in
researching therapies that could be used to complement conventional chemotherapy to make it
more comfortable, less damaging, and perhaps more effective. Although she learned firsthand
the important role that nutrition plays in such circumstances, she also realized that disease
prevention is a superior tactic, and that nutrition can have a tremendous impact on overall health.
Twenty-six years postdiagnosis and in excellent health, she has continued to specialize in
writing about disease prevention and is living proof of the advantages of combining mainstream
medicine with complementary approaches such as nutrition. Her master’s degree in public
health has served to increase her appreciation of the health impact that dietary supplements
could make if they were used on a large scale.My research and clinical experience in working
with a wide variety of people have shown me that in today’s world, most people do not get all the
nutrients they need from food. As a result, not only do they not enjoy optimum health, but they
are setting the stage for poor health in the future.When we first wrote this book, many people
were concerned that they were not getting all they needed from food, but the average person
was confused about what they should take, and how much. There were few books for the
general public with clear guidelines based on scientific information. Today, almost the opposite is
true. We are inundated with Web sites and books on nutrition, often with single nutrients being
touted as the latest cure-all. We are bombarded with article after article on vitamins and
minerals, as the media jumps on the latest study, which it often misinterprets and misrepresents.
Once again, people are confused. As a result, they either give up and take no supplements, or
just take one or two single nutrients such as calcium or vitamin C. Still others jump on the latest
fad bandwagon and start taking an exotic supplement such as an amino acid or evening
primrose oil and completely forget about the basic vitamins and minerals that in reality will likely
do much more to improve and protect their health.Our purpose in writing this book is to clear
away the confusion and clutter. It will help you get back to basics. We will provide you with the



guidelines you need to create your own personalized basic supplement program. And we will
also supply you with the scientific documentation that will help you feel confident that
supplements have the potential to make a great difference in your health.According to a recent
national poll (NHANES), over half of U.S. adults use dietary supplements, and according to a
Council for Responsible Nutrition survey, 62 percent of us use supplements. But do people know
what to take, or why they are taking it? As a clinician, as a teacher, as a researcher, and as a
lecturer, I have found that people want to individualize and optimize their vitamin regimens to suit
their own needs, in much the way they want to individualize and optimize their workouts and
diets.As a nutritionist, I’ve been seeing patients for over twenty years. Many are referred to me
by their physicians for a variety of problems and needs. Some are specific, such as acne, HIV/
AIDS, psoriasis, menstrual and/or menopause problems, blood sugar problems, intestinal
disorders, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, an inability to sleep, fatigue, depression, weight
loss, chronic fatigue and immune dysfunction, and fibromyalgia. These people turn to nutrition
as an adjunct or an alternative to the treatment offered by their physicians. But most people who
come to me are not obviously sick—they are interested in nutrition as a means of improving their
health and preventing illness. They want to live longer, healthier lives; to feel better, look better,
have more energy, withstand stress better, and be able to avoid or minimize diseases that range
from the common cold to cancer. They come to me because they are very confused about
supplementation. In spite of all the books and articles they’ve read, they still don’t know how to
apply the available information to their own lives.In all its subtleties, nutrition is a very complex
subject—one that is challenging for even the qualified professional. Moreover, the field is
growing and becoming full of self-styled experts who bombard you with contradictory advice and
information almost daily. Many people deal with this confusion by going to a clinical nutritionist or
to a physician whose practice is nutritionally oriented. But practitioners who are up to date and
proficient in the field of nutrition and knowledgeable about nutritional supplementation are not
available to everyone. This book was written so that you can intelligently design your own
supplement program. It is also a useful tool for practitioners who were not trained in nutrition,
and are interested in learning about the progressive approach to this subject. I am grateful to
know that many professionals recommend this book to both their colleagues and their patients.
In fact, this book has been used as a textbook in several universities.It always amazes me when
people say they either “believe” in taking vitamins, or they don’t, as if this were some kind of
religion, based on blind faith. I want to reassure you that the progressive nutritional approach to
health is not a religion. It is a science that is taking its rightful place alongside other health
sciences. This poses two basic problems that I hope to correct with this book.The first problem
is that because supplementation is a science, the language can get very technical. My
education and professional experiences have taught me how to translate highly technical data
into a language that the average person can understand.The second problem is that because
nutrition is no longer a new science, the scientific literature is filled with studies on diet and
supplementation. In writing this book, I have searched the most up-to-date professional journals,



including foreign research journals, as well as attending numerous scientific conferences and
speaking with experts in the field of nutrition. I have interpreted the information and synthesized
it to provide you with the most comprehensive, unified, and scientifically sound picture of what
vitamins, minerals, and other dietary supplements can—and cannot—do for you.As you will see
in this book, people are not getting the government-established Reference Daily Intakes (the
RDIs, formerly called the Recommended Daily Allowances, or RDAs) from their diets. In
addition, the RDIs are not high enough for many people. The Real Vitamin and Mineral Book
focuses on optimizing your health rather than meeting the RDIs to prevent deficiency diseases
by providing merely adequate amounts of nutrients for “normal healthy people,” as
recommended by the United States Food and Nutrition Board. This book is written from the
viewpoint that amounts in excess of the RDIs can be preventive, therapeutic, and safe. I have
called these greater amounts the Optimum Daily Intakes (ODIs)—a dosage range within which
nearly everyone can find his or her individual amount. Every recommendation in The Real
Vitamin and Mineral Book is based on the latest reliable scientific data, including studies
published in well-respected professional journals and at scientific conferences, as well as on my
own and other clinicians’ successes with patients. It is not based on hearsay or on highly
questionable studies. When contradictory or inconclusive data exist, I make it clear that further
studies are needed. For example, I would very much like to say that large doses of vitamin C
cure cancer, but the evidence so far has not supported this statement. On the other hand, the
evidence is strong enough to recommend taking vitamin C as a preventive measure against
certain cancers and as an adjuvant to many forms of therapies.Nutritionists, physicians, and
researchers are in agreement that vitamins and minerals are essential for human health.
Opinions differ only as far as specific uses and amounts are concerned. Clearly, some of the
claims for “megavitamins” are not as well supported as others. As a result, people are taking the
wrong supplements in the wrong amounts for the wrong reasons. Many of them are wasting their
time and money, either on multivitamins, which can be hit-or-miss, or on dosages that are either
unnecessarily high or too low to have an appreciable effect. Other people would like to take
supplements, but are confused, and so have never begun a supplement regimen.If you, like
many of my patients, have looked through or read other nutrition books but found them too
technical, not specific enough, or just plain overwhelming, this book is for you. The Real Vitamin
and Mineral Book dispels the confusion caused by medical jargon and conflicting information,
taking the guesswork out of taking supplements. Moreover, this book deals only with
supplements that are generally available to the public. This does not mean that you are getting
less information, just less distracting information. You get clarity, not clutter. The information is
presented in a straightforward, usable form, providing—in simple, honest, realistic terms—
exactly the foundation you need to create a workable supplement plan for yourself.Part One of
The Real Vitamin and Mineral Book explains the RDIs and the ODIs, and guides you in using the
remainder of the book. These introductory chapters give you a basic grasp of the concepts,
goals, and guidelines of vitamin and mineral supplementation.Part Two consists of individual



chapters on each vitamin, including the doses I recommend to my patients both for general
optimum health and for specific problems.Part Three consists of individual chapters on
minerals.Part Four goes beyond the basics and consists of chapters on nutrients that are not
vitamins or minerals but may have specific health benefits.Part Five provides handy reference
tables and sample work sheets to help you apply what you have learned to the custom design of
your individual supplement program. I have also included reference abstracts for each nutrient
chapter—summaries of the most recent scientific studies for anyone who wishes to research the
subject further.With the help of this book, you will find it easy to create a personal supplement
plan. To get an overall picture of what supplements can do for you, I recommend that you first
read through Part Two, “The Vitamins”; Part Three, “The Minerals”; and Part Four, “Beyond
Vitamins and Minerals.” Then tear out or photocopy the work sheet on pages 310 and 311 and,
pen in hand, go through the book again, chapter by chapter, filling in your individual Optimum
Daily Intake for each nutrient.If you have any medical condition, please consult your physician
before taking any vitamin or mineral supplements. If he or she is not versed in nutrition, bring this
book to the office. The ODIs are not meant to be a substitute for any medications, therapies, or
medical treatments. In most cases, they may be used in addition to the recommended medical
treatment. However, once again, consult your physician first.PART 1The Case for
Supplementation1What Are Vitamins and Minerals?VITAMINS AND minerals are nutrients that
are essential to life. They are often called micronutrients because, in comparison with the four
major nutrients—carbohydrates, proteins, fats, and water—they are needed in relatively small
amounts.Vitamins are organic compounds, meaning that they occur naturally in plants and
animals. By and large, vitamins function as coenzymes. Enzymes are catalysts or activators in
the chemical reactions that are continually taking place in our bodies. Vitamins are a
fundamental part of the enzymes, much the way your muscles are a fundamental part of your
arms and legs.Most people are aware that our enzymes help us digest our food. But enzymes
do more than digest food. They are at the very foundation of all our bodily functions. Enzymes
are what make things happen, and happen faster. Without enzymes, you can’t breathe, blink, or
walk. Your body can’t break down proteins into essential amino acids, electrons can’t flow, and
nerve transmissions can’t occur. You can’t pull your hand out of the fire (or put it there in the first
place), smell a rose, see a sunset, or taste an apple. And without vitamins, the enzymes can’t do
their job. For example, consider a particular enzyme that is needed to transmit nerve impulses to
your fingers. No matter how plentiful this enzyme is in your body, if you are deficient in B6, this
enzyme cannot be activated. As a result, you might feel some numbness in your fingers.Minerals
are inorganic elements, meaning that they are not produced by plants and animals. Like
vitamins, many minerals function as coenzymes, enabling chemical reactions to occur
throughout the body.In addition to their role as coenzymes, some micronutrients have other
functions. For example, vitamin E acts as an antioxidant; calcium, magnesium, and phosphorus
form our bones; iron enables the transport of oxygen from the lungs to the body cells; and active
vitamin D functions as a hormone.After they have been absorbed, vitamins and minerals actually



become part of the structure of the body—of the cells, enzymes, hormones, muscles, blood, and
bones. As part of the body pool, these substances remain in the body for varying amounts of
time. Some are utilized immediately and some are stored and utilized over a period of time.The
vitamins that stay in the body for a short period of time—two to four days—are called water-
soluble vitamins. The B vitamins and vitamin C belong to this group. Utilization of water-soluble
vitamins begins the minute they are absorbed through your digestive system. Thus, these
nutrients must be replenished regularly. Since they are not stored but are quickly excreted from
the body, toxicities are virtually unknown. Fat-soluble vitamins, on the other hand, stay in the
body for a longer period of time. Vitamins A, D, E, and K belong to this group. Although these
vitamins are usually stored in fat (lipid) tissue, some may also be stored in some organs,
especially the liver. Therefore, you can have toxicity problems with some of the fat-soluble
vitamins, but only when you take very large doses.Minerals also belong to two groups: the
macro, or bulk, minerals; and the micro, or trace, minerals. Macrominerals are needed in larger
amounts than microminerals.The macrominerals include calcium, magnesium, and phosphorus.
The microminerals include zinc, iron, copper, manganese, chromium, selenium, iodine,
potassium, and boron. Minerals are stored in various parts of the body—primarily in bone and
muscle tissue.Therefore, it is also possible to overdose on minerals if you take extremely large
amounts.If you are concerned about toxicity, you must remember that there is no vitamin or
mineral that is as toxic as are most of the drugs you can buy over the counter, including aspirin.
Did you know that 2,500 people die each year from aspirin, and that 100 die each year from
acetaminophen, the main ingredient in Tylenol? To reach toxicity with vitamin and mineral
supplements, you must go out of your way to abuse supplements by taking massive quantities,
usually for a prolonged period of time. The dose ranges I suggest for vitamin and mineral
supplements are completely safe and have been used in human clinical studies with no
evidence of toxicity.Other nutrients, while not considered essential for overall health, appear to
be essential for certain conditions and situations. For example, CoQ10 supplementation can
prevent heart damage from Adriamycin (a drug used in cancer chemotherapy). It can also
prevent the depletion of CoQ10 from heart muscles, when patients are given certain blood
pressure and cholesterol-lowering medications, thus reducing the risk of death. I discuss these
nutrients in the section called “Beyond Vitamins and Minerals” because ongoing studies have
thus far yielded promising results and have shown that they are safe when taken in the
recommended amounts. Unlike the basic vitamins and minerals, though, these nutrients either
have not yet been proven to be needed by everyone or may be obtained by most people in
sufficient quantities from their diets. Because of this, and the fact that they tend to be costly,
there are no ODIs for these nutrients, and I generally recommend that their use be limited to the
treatment and prevention of specific disorders.2The RDIs—The Minimum Wages of
NutritionCLEARLY, vitamins and minerals are essential to good health, and even to life itself. But
how do we know whether we are getting sufficient nutrients to ensure our well-being? For
approximately fifty years, the Recommended Daily Allowances (RDAs) were our guidelines.



They were the United States Food and Nutrition Board’s estimates of the amounts of nutrients
required by most people to prevent overt deficiency symptoms. Most statements such as, “We
can get everything we need from a well-balanced diet,” and “Vitamin and mineral supplements
are a waste of money,” are based on a widespread acceptance of these guidelines. However,
while the RDAs were a significant first step in understanding nutrition, we are beginning to
realize that the RDAs—as well as their successors, the RDIs—have very important
limitations.After their creation, the RDAs were periodically evaluated and updated based on a
continuing analysis of our rapidly expanding knowledge of nutrition. But in 1985, there was such
widespread disagreement among the scientists involved that the National Research Council was
unable to issue its scheduled new edition of the RDAs until 1989. This near inability of even the
most conservative nutrition experts to agree illustrates some of the reservations about the RDAs
that I and other nutritionists, physicians, and researchers expressed for some time.The RDAs
were fairly complex. For each nutrient, separate recommendations were made based on gender,
age, and other factors. In an effort to provide simpler standards, the final version of the Nutrition
Labeling and Education Act of 1993 replaced the RDAs with the RDIs (Reference Daily Intakes),
which represent an average need. Since January 1997, the RDA nomenclature has no longer
been used. The official term is now RDI. The term RDI is used throughout this book except in
discussions of studies that based their doses on the RDAs. In those cases, the term RDA has
been retained.It should be noted that the RDI values are for adults and children of four or more
years of age.The RDAs and RDIs are essentially the same values. In some cases, the RDIs are
lower than the former RDAs; in some cases, they are higher. RDIs are still generally lower than
the ODIs.Just like the RDAs, the RDIs have three basic problems: (1) you cannot get all of the
nutrients you need from today’s food; (2) the RDIs reflect amounts that are adequate to prevent
nutrient-deficiency diseases and are not tailored for individual needs; and (3) the RDIs do not
address or consider optimum health or the prevention of degenerative diseases such as cancer
and heart disease. In addition, they are not adequate for treating certain conditions. This chapter
examines each of these problems in turn.Problem 1: Can You Really Get Everything You Need
from Food?The RDIs are intended to be met solely through diet. However, it is virtually
impossible to meet the RDIs by eating the food available to us today. As a clinician who sees real
people, I know how impractical and misleading the typical well-balanced diet explained in
nutrition handbooks can be. Such a diet does not take into consideration people’s individual
lifestyles, food preferences, and habits; nutrient bioavailability; the inaccuracy of the food value
tables; or the loss of nutrients that occurs during storage, shipping, processing, and
cooking.THE MYTH OF THE WELL-BALANCED DIETMost people simply do not eat a well-
balanced diet, which, according to the latest recommendations of the Dietary Guidelines
Committee of the U.S. Department of Agriculture, should follow a food guide pyramid. The
original pyramid was released in 1992, and suggested a range of how much of each of the six
food categories you should eat each day. However, it was increasingly criticized for being too
rigid and too vague. The new pyramid, released in 2005, is now called



“MyPyramid” (mypyramid .gov) and is an improvement over the old pyramid in that it allows for
individualization according to your age, sex, and lifestyle, it changed the number of servings
suggested to actual amounts, and it includes physical activity. While this pyramid is an
improvement over the previous one, it still recommends far too much grain (rice, bread, pasta)
and does not distinguish between high-glycemic and low-glycemic carbohydrates (more about
this in Chapter 5). Although most people have heard about the pyramid, and it goes a long way
toward simplifying the dietary guidelines, how many people think about pyramids at six A.M.
when a Pop-Tart is in the toaster, or at seven P.M. after a long day of work? Does a student eat
five fruits and vegetables every day? Does even the most health-conscious marathon runner eat
a perfect diet every day? Of course not.In addition, there is the calorie problem. Most popular
weight-loss diets allow 1,800 calories a day or less. However, you must consume 2,500 calories
of wholesome, nutrient-rich foods to even approach the RDI. It seems that there’s a new miracle
diet every year, but they all essentially translate into fewer nutrients. Not only do these diets not
work over the long term, but they may be setting you up for nutrition-related health problems for
the future. What’s more, low levels of certain nutrients may actually sabotage weight-loss efforts.
Some plans, like the Atkins diet, remove most of the major food groups such as carbohydrates,
making it impossible to get RDIs without supplementation. But very low-fat diets aren’t the
answer, either. For example, preliminary reports suggest that lipotropic (fat-loving) nutrients,
such as chromium, L-carnitine, and choline, may enhance fat loss, provided an individual is
eating a low-fat diet and engaging in regular aerobic exercise. Someone who is dieting may not
be getting enough of these nutrients through food, theoretically making it more difficult to burn
body fat and lose weight.The danger of large-scale deficiencies is not just theory. Many
published reports in the United States, Great Britain, and Europe show that portions of even
affluent societies may be highly deficient in certain nutrients. Women are especially at risk for
deficiencies. For example, one American study found that women generally consume 60 percent
as many calories as men and therefore obtain about 60 percent as much of each nutrient as
men do.Although overt vitamin deficiency, evidenced by conditions such as scurvy, is rare in the
United States, cancer and heart disease are not. And study after study has linked the growing
incidence of such disorders with diets that are typically too high in fat and too low in the vitamins,
minerals, and other nutrients needed for good health.We have now reached that critical mass of
evidence that is too large for the medical establishment to ignore. More and more respected
physicians and scientists from world-famous medical institutions are supporting the addition of
vitamin and mineral supplements to a healthy overall lifestyle. For example, Dr. Walter Willett of
Harvard recommends multiple vitamins for most people. Dr. David Haber of UCLA also
recommends a basic multivitamin-mineral supplement, plus extra single supplements of
vitamins E and C, and calcium. Even the conservative Journal of the American Medical
Association is now recommending vitamins for most people. (See “RIP: The ‘We Don’t Need
Supplements’ Myth,” below). In an article commenting on the JAMA findings, Annette Dickinson,
Ph.D., of the Council for Responsible Nutrition, stated: “There is no question that the amount of



scientific evidence in favor of consistent use of vitamins, particularly multivitamins, is formidable
and must be taken seriously.”RIP: The “We Don’t Need Supplements” MythIn 2002, the notion
that most people don’t need or benefit from vitamin and mineral supplements was finally laid to
rest. In June of that year, the prestigious Journal of the American Medical Association published
an article by two Harvard researchers. After reviewing thirty years of English language articles
about the relationship between vitamins and chronic disease, they recommended that “all adults
take one multivitamin daily.” In their summary, they state that a large proportion of the general
population has less-than-optimal intakes of a number of vitamins, putting them at increased risk
for cardiovascular disease, cancer, and osteoporosis.I have found it especially interesting—and,
frankly, amusing—that a survey of over six hundred dieticians found that nearly 60 percent of
them use nutritional supplements. Add to this the fact that a show of hands at a 1994 conference
of the American College of Cardiology revealed that approximately two-thirds of the seven
hundred physicians in attendance took daily doses of antioxidants. Apparently, a majority of the
food experts who have traditionally espoused the view that a balanced diet provides all the
nutrients you need—as well as a number of other health-care practitioners—now realize how
unrealistic this view is, at least when it comes to safeguarding their own health.THE CASE OF
THE MISSING NUTRIENTSEvidence shows that the food tables that supposedly tell us the
nutrient content of the foods we eat probably overstate nutritional value. As a result, the orange
you just bought is probably not nearly as full of vitamin C as you may have been led to
believe.What’s more, the nutrient content of foods, especially regarding minerals, fluctuates
widely, depending on the growing conditions. Our soil is depleted of selenium in most parts of
the country and often has only marginal levels of zinc, magnesium, calcium, and other minerals.
Without mineral-rich soils, it is impossible for fruits and vegetables to contain a rich supply of
nutrients.Artificial fertilizers are widely used to increase crop yields, but, as is often the case,
quantity does not necessarily equal quality. Of the twenty-six elements that have thus far been
established as essential for human life, only sixteen are essential for plants. Plants contain
elements they themselves don’t require because they are part of the food chain: they
philanthropically provide plant-eating animals, and thus meat-eating animals, with the nutrients
those animals require. Artificial fertilizers that are based solely on plant needs overlook human
requirements and could be creating more problems than they solve.Fruits and vegetables begin
to lose nutrients from the moment they are picked. Most of the fresh fruits and vegetables we
buy have actually been picked, then stored, then shipped, and then stored again—possibly for
weeks or months. After we buy them, we store them some more. Then we may cook them, or at
least cut or slice them. Or a food may be processed before we buy it. Each of these steps
causes further nutrient loss.For example, the vitamin C content of apples may fall by two-thirds
after only two or three months. Potatoes may have 30 milligrams of vitamin C per 100 grams
when they are freshly harvested in the fall; but by springtime, they have only 8 milligrams per 100
grams; and by summer, they have practically none. Green vegetables suffer even more—they
lose almost all their vitamin C after a few days of being stored at room temperature. Everyone



knows that orange juice is high in vitamin C. But few people realize that an orange loses 30
percent of its vitamin C soon after it is squeezed. Nonfortified commercial orange juice has
almost no natural vitamin C left.Most people aren’t aware that a surprising amount of the total
nutrient content in many foods exists in a form that is not bioavailable, meaning that our bodies
can’t absorb and use it. About 40 percent of the vitamin C that is left in fresh-squeezed orange
juice is biologically inactive. According to the food value tables, one cup of green cabbage has
33 milligrams of vitamin C—over half the RDI. What the food table doesn’t tell you is that it is
present in a form that is very poorly absorbed.Next, we must consider how the heat, light, water,
and chemicals used to process foods further deplete their nutrients. Blanching, a process that
vegetables undergo before they are canned or frozen, can destroy up to 60 percent of the
vitamin C content, 40 percent of the riboflavin, and 30 percent of the thiamin.The sterilization
process used to can foods further destroys vitamins. For example, 39 percent of the vitamin A
may be destroyed, and 69 percent of the remaining thiamin. While freezing itself seems
preferable to canning, vitamin C may be depleted by about 25 percent. After they are processed,
foods are stored and continue to lose their nutrients.Even the simple act of cutting fruits and
vegetables, which exposes the food to oxygen, encourages both vitamin and mineral losses.
Cooking methods generally deplete about 50 percent of the less stable vitamins, especially
vitamin C. By the time you put cooked peas on the table, only 44 percent (for fresh peas), 17
percent (for frozen peas), or as little as 6 percent (for canned peas) of the original vitamin C may
be left.Perhaps one of the greatest injustices inflicted upon foods occurs during the milling of
grains. When wheat is processed into white flour, up to 40 percent of the vitamin C, and from 65
to 85 percent of various B vitamins, are depleted. In addition, many minerals are lost, including
59 percent of the magnesium and 72 percent of the zinc. Also lost are significant amounts of
other vitamins, protein, and fiber. All in all, an appalling twenty-six essential nutrients are
removed. The food industry then puts back a few cents’ worth of iron, calcium, niacin, thiamin,
and riboflavin—and calls its bread enriched!As might be expected, our meats, which come from
animals raised on some of the same nutrient-depleted foods that are available to us, are also
lower in vitamins and minerals than indicated in food tables. The nutrient levels in our factory-
farm livestock, which are fed artificial diets, also differ from those of animals that enjoy a more
natural existence. And, of course, cooking robs meat of even more nutrients—up to half of its
thiamin, B6, and pantothenic acid.Food Isn’t What It Used to BeToday, our food is both less
(nutritionally speaking) and more (chemically contaminated) than in the past. No wonder organic
foods are growing in popularity.• Food in the United States travels 1,300 miles from farm to
market shelf, on average.• Nearly every state buys 90 percent of its food from outside the state.•
Ten calories of fossil fuel are used to produce one calorie of food energy.• Our food is
bombarded with the equivalent of up to 233 billion chest X-rays to kill bacteria and lengthen shelf
life.• Thirty percent of American dairy animals are fed genetically engineered bovine growth
hormone.• Only 9 cents of every food dollar goes to farmers; 10 cents goes to Philip Morris, who
is a major player in agribusiness, and ConAgra, who supplies chemicals used in agriculture.•



Sixty-three percent of Americans buy organic foods and beverages, and 40 percent plan to buy
more in the future.• from “The Ethics of Eating,” National Catholic Reporter, May 24,
2002.Problem 2: Are the RDIs Really for Everyone?The RDIs are one size fits all. They are
designed to satisfy the needs of a mythical average healthy person, not individual needs.
Unfortunately, this person does not exist in reality, just as the average American family, with its
2.2 children, never really existed. For instance, the RDIs do not take into account the twenty-five
documented inborn errors of metabolism, some of which can increase an individual’s vitamin
requirements by a factor of 10 to 1,000. In Wilson’s disease, for example, abnormal copper
metabolism greatly increases the body’s need for zinc, which is necessary to regulate copper
absorption. Experiments have shown that it is highly probable that many individuals have more
subtle difficulties with specific nutrients. While these problems may be harder to diagnose, they
can diminish our quality of life and lead to future problems as serious as cancer and heart
disease.In addition to the individual biological blueprint with which each of us comes into the
world, throughout life we each continue to change and undergo different experiences, such as
environmental pollution, stress, disease, drug therapy, and aging. Each of these has the
potential to increase our body’s use of specific nutrients, interfere with nutrient metabolism, or
otherwise affect our nutritional needs.ENVIRONMENTAL POLLUTIONToday, there are an
unprecedented number of chemicals all around us—in our food, our water, and the very air we
breathe. The Environmental Protection Agency has estimated that sixty thousand chemicals
have been buried or dumped throughout the United States over the years and are now
penetrating our water supply. Automobiles and industry spew millions of pounds of pollutants
into the atmosphere every year. Our food has become a chemical feast that is sprayed with
pesticides, injected with hormones, fed with antibiotics, and adulterated with over three
thousand chemicals in the form of artificial colors, flavors, textures, and preservatives. Cigarette
smokers not only pollute their own lungs, but also endanger the health of others through
secondhand smoke. Living or working with smokers can be equivalent to smoking several
cigarettes a day. Many of the chemicals now in our environment have been proven to pose
hazards to human health. Others may be potentially hazardous.Fortunately, it has been found
that certain vitamins and minerals are protective against some of these toxic substances. For
example, vitamins C and E have been shown to be protective against nitrosamine, a carcinogen
your body forms from the nitrates and nitrites found in processed meats such as hot dogs,
bacon, ham, and bologna. These same carcinogens form from pollutants in the air and in
cigarette smoke.In addition to being cancer-causing agents, toxic chemicals have become a
prime suspect in male infertility. Sperm counts all over the world are half what they were in the
late 1930s, and of low quality. But sperm counts of men who eat organically grown food are
twice as high as average. And vitamin C and glutathione have been shown to increase the
percentage of normal sperm, sperm motility, and sperm viability in infertile men with lowered
sperm count. Whether the chemicals deplete nutrients or increase your requirements, I feel it’s
wise to superfortify your body so that you can withstand these chemical insults.MENTAL AND



PHYSICAL STRESSIt has been well documented that when you are under any sort of stress,
you deplete your store of certain vitamins and minerals more rapidly. Whether the stress is
physical, such as strenuous exercise, or emotional, such as changing jobs, such a situation
generally calls for higher intakes of vitamins and minerals. For example, female athletes appear
to be at risk for iron deficiency. Athletic performance was enhanced in women who were anemic
when they were supplemented with iron. Some male athletes may require iron as well, provided
a diagnosis of iron deficiency anemia has been confirmed.There have been conflicting reports
on the use of vitamins and minerals as ergogenic aids—substances that enhance exercise
performance. However, some recent research focusing on the effect of oxidative stress on
muscle soreness after exercise has shown that antioxidant supplementation both reduces
oxidative stress and speeds muscle recovery.DISEASE AND DISORDERSThere are many
diseases that interfere with the ingestion, digestion, absorption, and requirement of nutrients.
Diseases that affect the digestive system—such as celiac disease, Crohn’s disease, irritable
bowel syndrome, lactose intolerance, and bacterial, viral, and parasitic infections—are the most
obvious. But infections in any part of the body can rapidly deplete stores of most vitamins and
minerals. In addition, your appetite usually decreases during times of illness, which further
depletes nutrient supplies. During the recuperation process following an illness, trauma, burns,
or surgery, the body’s stores of nutrients need to be replenished and the injured tissues repaired.
Nutrients are also important for building up our immune systems, especially at critical times.
Ironically, a downward spiral often occurs, in which illness depletes the body of nutrients, which
lowers the resistance to infection, which in turn lowers the nutrient levels even more, and so on.
The results of several studies have indicated that hospital patients as a group are some of the
most malnourished people in the world. In one study, only 12 percent of the patients tested had
normal levels of vitamins in their bodies. Yet most of them had been eating a typical American
diet while in the hospital.As you will see in the upcoming chapters on individual vitamins and
minerals, people with overt diagnosed medical conditions or diseases often have low levels of
one or more vitamins or minerals in their bodies. This occurs even when these conditions are not
usually associated with nutritional deficiencies.This may indicate either that nutrient deficiencies
play a previously unacknowledged role in the development of a particular disease or condition,
or that deficiencies are a direct or indirect result of the condition. Whatever the relationship
between the illness and the deficiency, supplementation can often be an effective means of
treatment and prevention. The therapeutic potential of supplementation has been particularly
apparent in the accumulating reports on patients with HIV infection, AIDS, multiple sclerosis,
rheumatoid arthritis, multiple chemical sensitivities, and chronic fatigue. For these patients, who
have few treatment options, nutritional supplementation has often been not only beneficial, but
also safe. Certainly, your present and past physical condition, as well as your family’s health
history, should always be considered when planning a nutritional regimen.DRUGSIt is widely
recognized that many drugs interact with nutrients in the body, often causing
depletion.Tetracycline, a widely used antibiotic, interferes with the absorption of calcium,



magnesium, potassium, zinc, and iron. Many other antibiotics are known to interfere with the B-
complex vitamins. Hormones in medications such as oral contraceptives appear to reduce the
levels of some of the water-soluble vitamins. Antacids, which coat the walls of the intestines to
protect them from stomach acid, also prevent several nutrients—most notably, calcium—from
being absorbed. Questran, a commonly prescribed drug used to lower cholesterol, limits the
absorption of vitamins A, B12, D, E, K, and folic acid. (For details on a number of drug-nutrient
interactions, see pages 297 to 303). Statin drugs used to lower cholesterol seriously lower
CoQ10 levels in the heart.Alcohol is another drug that can interfere with nutrient absorption.
Alcoholics have multiple nutritional deficiencies both for this reason and because they use
alcohol as a substitute for food.AGINGStudies have shown that your body changes throughout
life. As you age, your organs generally tend to function less efficiently, your digestion may be
affected, and you decrease your ability to absorb and utilize nutrients. Moreover, as your level of
physical activity diminishes and your metabolism slows, your overall food intake lessens, too, so
as you age you are at particular risk for suboptimal nutrition.Many studies of older people have
shown that they are simply not getting enough nutrients from their diets. It may come as no
surprise to learn that a survey of fourteen nursing homes found that not one of them provided
meals that met the RDAs for all nutrients. But another study—this one of 270 healthy elderly
people living in the area of Albuquerque, New Mexico—provided truly startling results. Although
the subjects were Caucasian and highly educated, had higher-than-average incomes, and were
considered to be health conscious, it was found that up to 86 percent of the women and 85
percent of the men were getting less than the RDAs for vitamins B6, B12, E, and D; folic acid;
calcium; and zinc.As we age, we do require more nutrients—particularly calcium and
magnesium. In addition, many diseases associated with aging, such as cancer, high blood
pressure, heart disease, and diabetes, as well as the aging process itself, may raise our
requirements for certain antioxidant nutrients. These effects are more fully discussed in Chapter
3 and in chapters on the individual antioxidant nutrients. For example, several studies—including
work done at the Human Nutrition Research Center on Aging at Tufts University—have shown
that supplementation with single nutrients, such as vitamin E, or with multivitamin and mineral
supplements at levels above the RDA, result in improved immune responses. Two Canadian
studies showed lower rates of infectious disease and cataracts among elderly people who took
antioxidant vitamins. In the United States, a large-scale ongoing study of 87,000 nurses, ages
forty-five to sixty-seven, has found that vitamin C supplementation, which continues for over ten
years, reduces the risk of cataracts by 45 percent. Those subjects with the highest intake of
vitamin A and beta-carotene had a 39 percent lower risk of cataracts. In another study, beta-
carotene and related compounds also significantly reduced the risk of macular degeneration, a
major cause of blindness in the elderly.In a one hundred-page report prepared by the Council for
Responsible Nutrition, Dr. Annette Dickinson notes that we usually accept frequent illness as
part of growing old, but that adding nutritional supplements can potentially cut these sick days in
half. She found strong evidence that when older people consistently take certain supplements,



this can improve the immune system, help protect eye and brain function, and maintain bone
mass. As many as 80 percent of the elderly subjects she studied were not getting enough of four
or more key nutrients. It’s also likely that what we mistake for normal signs of aging are really
signs of inadequate vitamins and minerals, according to the Senate Special Committee on
Aging. This group recognized that although the elderly are often victims of useless remedies,
they also acknowledged that “essential nutrient inadequacies can lead to adverse effects on
nearly all organ systems” and we should consider deficiencies as contributing factors to many of
the physical and mental complications seen in nursing homes.We might not like to admit it, but
we baby boomers are now middle-aged and at higher risk for degenerative, nutrition-related
disease every day. As Dickinson points out, supplements can fill the nutrition gap left by poor
eating and diminished absorption and utilization, reduce the risk of cardiovascular disease and
stroke, and maintain eye function, memory, thinking, and our bones. When Congress passed the
Older Americans Act Amendments of 2006, they concluded that a daily multivitamin-mineral
supplement “can be a safe and inexpensive strategy to help ensure the nutritional health of older
adults.” (Older Americans Act Amendments of 2006 [H.R. 6197]). I’m sure they are talking about
RDIs not ODIs, but at least our government is acknowledging how unlikely it is that everyone can
get all they need from food.Problem 3: Do the RDIs Ensure Optimum Health?The RDIs are
designed to prevent only overt deficiency symptoms. Prolonged deficiency of a certain vitamin or
mineral generally results in severe disease with easily observable signs. For example, vitamin A
deficiency leads to night blindness and other eye problems; niacin deficiency causes pellagra,
characterized by diarrhea, dermatitis, and dementia; and iron or B12 deficiency results in
anemia. There is no question that the estimated RDIs are sufficient to prevent severe deficiency
disorders in most people. But are they high enough to maintain optimum health? And is looking
at severe, overt deficiency symptoms an accurate way of determining what you need? Maybe
there are subtle changes that occur in the cells before the deficiency manifests itself in overt
symptoms such as skin sores, mental disturbances, or crippling bone loss. Chapter 3, which is
devoted to this issue, explains how the alternative to the RDIs, the ODIs, may help to ensure
optimal health, not just the absence of disease.As it currently stands, the RDI is a limited
concept, the meaning and usefulness of which are being questioned even by the experts who
are responsible for establishing and maintaining it. In today’s world, the RDIs are, with a few
exceptions, the nutritional equivalent of the minimum wage. They are probably high enough to
keep you alive—although even this is open to question. But they do not appear high enough to
allow you to enjoy the best quality of life. And why should you not strive for the best?3The
Optimum Daily Intakes (ODIs)RECENT EVIDENCE indicates that most of the RDIs are far too
low. Why? Because vitamins and minerals do more than just prevent the severe, overt symptoms
that are traditionally associated with deficiencies. Remember: vitamins and minerals are used in
every process of the body. We now know, for example, that vitamin A does more than prevent
night blindness, that thiamin prevents more than beriberi, and that vitamin C does much more
than prevent scurvy. Even more recently, we’ve discovered that vitamin D is not only crucial for



bone health, but the amounts you need to take for preventing all sorts of surprising conditions is
several times the RDI. By optimizing our daily intake of nutrients, we don’t simply prevent
disease. We help ensure a state of optimal health.Subclinical DeficienciesState-of-the-art
biochemistry shows that classic, overt deficiency symptoms, like those of beriberi, are merely
the last event in a long chain of reactions in the body, the way an erupting volcano or earthquake
is the last dramatic step in a series of underground processes. That we are not always aware of
these processes does not mean that they do not exist, or that they will not eventually cause an
explosion of ill health at some point in the future. When we do not get enough of a specific
vitamin, the initial reactions occur on the molecular level. The first thing that happens is a
depletion of the vitamin stores in the body.Then the enzymes, of which the vitamin is a part,
become depleted. This, in turn, brings about changes on the cellular level: some of the cells of
the body, which depend upon these enzymes, can no longer carry out their normal functions. It is
not until the depletion is prolonged and severe that the classic clinical signs of deficiency
appear.Such cellular changes are also known as subclinical deficiencies because they are not
the kind of deficiencies that your doctor would necessarily discover through a routine physical
exam and blood tests. But while they may not be obvious, easily definable, or immediately
debilitating, these deficiencies do have an effect on the body’s well-being. For example,
volunteers who were depleted of vitamin B1 showed no detectable body changes for the first
five to ten days. After ten days, there was evidence of changes in the cells’ metabolism. Classic
anatomical signs of B1 deficiency became obvious only after about two hundred days. However,
during that time, the subjects experienced a gradual decline in their health with nonspecific
symptoms of loss of weight, loss of appetite, general malaise, insomnia, and irritability.The
subtle, subclinical changes due to poor nutrition may be responsible for a broad range of diffuse,
nonspecific conditions that can at first be merely annoying and reduce our overall health and
quality of life. These conditions can include chronic fatigue, skin problems, recurrent or lingering
infections and colds, digestive problems, sleep problems, headaches, hormonal problems,
depression, and nervousness. Poor nutrient intake may also leave us more vulnerable to
genetically predisposed diseases and conditions such as cardiovascular disease, diabetes, and
cancer. The role that the other nutrients, such as fat and carbohydrates, play in these diseases is
becoming more and more solidly documented. Why should we be surprised by the accumulating
evidence that vitamins and minerals also play a part?Nutrition—Nature’s ProtectorAs already
discussed, nutrients do far more than protect the body against deficiency diseases. By
buttressing our immune system, they protect us from foreign invaders and therefore help fight
infection. By guarding us from the ravages of oxidative stress, they prevent or slow the progress
of a variety of degenerative illnesses, including cancer. And by helping regulate the balance of
fats in the body, they fight heart disease. A brief look at each of these functions will provide a
clearer idea of the importance of optimum nutrient intake to good health.NUTRIENTS AND THE
IMMUNE SYSTEMOur immune system is a complex system of blood cells and special proteins
acting together to defend us from harm. Improving our immune defense system is the main



thrust behind modern preventive medicine because it protects us in so many important ways. For
example, the immune system has the ability to engulf and kill bacteria and viruses. It can also
repair or destroy a damaged cell before it grows into a cancerous tumor. This system, though
powerful, is extremely delicate, its parts exquisitely interdependent upon one another. If any one
aspect is compromised, we may become more susceptible to infections; degenerative diseases
such as cancer and diabetes; and, perhaps, cardiovascular disease and certain forms of
arthritis.In many studies, inadequate nutrition has been shown to weaken one or more of the
components of our defense system. Insufficient protein, too little fiber, and too much fat have all
been implicated in impaired immunity, as have vitamin and mineral deficiencies. On the other
hand, excesses of the RDIs of almost all vitamins and minerals have been shown to enhance
immunity. Those that seem to exert the most profound effect are the antioxidants, vitamins C and
E, beta-carotene, and selenium; minerals such as zinc; and specific B vitamins, such as vitamin
B12.NUTRIENTS AND OXIDATIVE STRESSA free radical is an atom or group of atoms that has
at least one unpaired electron. An electron is a negatively charged particle that usually occurs in
pairs, forming a chemically stable arrangement. When an electron is unpaired, another atom or
molecule can then easily bond with it, causing a chemical reaction. Because they join so readily
with other compounds, free radicals can effect dramatic changes in the body, causing a great
deal of damage—damage often referred to as oxidative stress. Oxidative stress, which can
accumulate over time, has been associated with the signs of aging and with debilitating and life-
threatening degenerative diseases, including arthritis, hardening of the arteries, and heart and
kidney ailments. It has also been implicated in the development of cancer. In fact, there’s
accumulating evidence that damage from out-of-control free radicals may lead to over sixty
degenerative diseases. Recent research suggests that if you have one condition whose basis is
inflammatory reaction, you may be at higher risk for other inflammatory-related conditions. For
example, adults with psoriasis, especially younger patients with severe psoriasis, appear to be
at increased risk for a heart attack. While this association needs further study, people with
psoriasis shouldn’t wait to reduce their modifiable risk factors for cardiovascular disease, for
example, with nutritional supplements.Free radicals are formed by exposure to toxic chemicals
in our food, water, and air; by radiation; by excessive sunlight; and, in part, by normal bodily
processes. When the body obtains nutrients through the diet, it uses both these nutrients and
oxygen to create energy. In this process, oxygen molecules containing unpaired electrons are
released. These oxygen free radicals can cause damage to the body when produced in
extremely large amounts. A diet that is high in fat, and particularly polyunsaturated fat, is
especially associated with increased free-radical activity because oxidation more readily occurs
in fat molecules than it does in protein and carbohydrate molecules.Although the formation of
free radicals is taking place all the time, our body has certain defense mechanisms that keep
these processes under control. One of the body’s defense mechanisms is to repair the cell
damage caused by free radicals. Another such mechanism is interception of the free radicals
before they do any harm.This is where antioxidants come in. Antioxidants—which include



vitamins C and E, beta-carotene, and selenium—either help the body protect itself, or are
themselves protective. For example, in one study, 400 milligrams of vitaminCaday reduced the
lipid (fat) peroxide level—a measurement of oxidative stress—by 13 percent in one year.
Supplements of both vitamins E and C reduced the level by 25 percent. This is just one of the
many studies that combined several antioxidant nutrients and highlights the fact that
antioxidants very often work synergistically with one another or with other nutrients in the body’s
defense. For example, vitamin E, which is known as a scavenger of free radicals formed by the
oxidation of fats, works synergistically with selenium. It also protects vitamin C from oxidation,
thus preserving the potency of another antioxidant. This is why you’ll find many “antioxidant
formulas” among the nutritional supplements, and suggests that we should be taking at least a
full-spectrum antioxidant supplement, especially if we are not eating at least five fruits and
vegetables every day.Studies show that if our bodies become overwhelmed by free radicals, or if
we are not getting enough of the protective vitamins and minerals from our diets, antioxidant
supplements can help protect us against oxidative stress. One study published in 1993 focused
on Linxian, China, which has one of the highest rates of esophageal stomach cancer and a
persistently low intake of micronutrients. In this study, approximately thirty thousand adults who
were given supplements of beta-carotene, vitamin E, and selenium showed a 42 percent
reduction in esophageal cancer and a reduced risk of death from cancer. The China study
confirmed the work of Dr. Gladys Block, a respected epidemiologist who has written
comprehensive reviews of the available scientific literature on antioxidants in food and
supplements. She found, for example, that of approximately 130 studies in which subjects either
took supplemental vitamin C, beta-carotene, or vitamin E, or ate antioxidant-rich foods, 120
studies showed statistically significant reduced risks of many, many cancers, including cancers
of the lung, larynx, esophagus, oral cavity, pancreas, stomach, cervix, rectum, colon, ovary,
endometrium, breast, and bladder.Bruce Ames, a prominent researcher, has found that
deficiencies in certain nutrients can damage DNA in a way that is very similar to that of exposure
to radiation. Up to 20 percent of the U.S. population gets less than 50 percent of the RDI for
many of these nutrients. He feels this could help explain why the almost quarter of the population
that eats the fewest fruits and vegetables have double the cancer rate compared with the quarter
that eats the most fruits and vegetables.NUTRIENTS AND HEART DISEASEUntil recently,
blood fats have gotten the most attention as risk factors for heart disease. But as you’ll see,
there’s a new kid on the block, called homocysteine, that appears to be just as important.
Nutrition also plays an important role in the balance of fats and homocysteine.Our blood
contains a variety of fats (lipids) and fatlike substances. Although our body requires a certain
amount of fat to function well, an excess of some types of fats has been implicated in
cardiovascular disease. These bad fats include serum cholesterol; low-density lipoproteins
(LDL), often called bad cholesterol; and triglycerides. On the other hand, good fats—high-
density lipoproteins (HDL), often called good cholesterol—are actually associated with a
lowered risk of heart disease.The balance between good and bad fats is determined by several



factors, including diet (nutrition), exercise, and heredity. Fortunately, we can manipulate two out
of three of these factors to create a more desirable balance. For example, there is evidence that
levels of both triglycerides—a type of fat that may increase the risk of heart disease—and
cholesterol can be lowered by the consumption of certain supplements. These supplements,
which include niacin, vitamins C and E, chromium, EPA (eicosapentaenoic acid), and coenzyme
Q10, may also lower LDL and raise HDL cholesterol. Moreover, antioxidants such as vitamin E,
beta-carotene, garlic, and coenzyme Q10 have been shown to protect LDL from oxidizing and
causing havoc in our arteries. Aerobic exercise and a very low-fat, high-fiber diet have also
proven effective in this regard. Be aware that simply reducing the amount of cholesterol in your
diet is a rather ineffective way of changing your blood cholesterol levels. The most effective plan
for lowering blood cholesterol includes all of these measures. And unlike the drugs commonly
used to lower cholesterol, this plan is safe.Two large-scale, ongoing, Harvard-based studies
have already demonstrated the power that nutrients can have in the prevention of heart disease.
One, the Health Professionals Follow-up Study, involves forty thousand male physicians; the
other, the Nurses’ Health Study, involves eighty-seven thousand female nurses. These studies
have found that vitamin E supplementation reduces the rate of heart disease in both men and
women by 40 percent; that high intakes of beta-carotene reduce the rate of stroke in women by
40 percent; and that beta-carotene supplementation reduces heart attack, stroke, and death
rates by half in men with heart disease.But fats are only half the picture. Your body’s cells all go
through a metabolic cycle called methylation. In this process, an amino acid called methionine
functions as the carrier for units of carbon that are used to build other compounds. This process
generates another amino acid, called homocysteine, as a by-product, which is also crucial in the
methylation process. When all is working well and you have enough of vitamins B6, B12, and
folic acid, your body continually creates and transforms homocysteine into something else in a
constant cycle of use and reuse. However, as is the case with free radicals (see earlier
discussion) homocysteine can accumulate and become toxic. Uncontrolled, excess
homocysteine is now thought to be a primary risk factor in heart disease and many other
conditions, including cancer, arthritis, depression, and Alzheimer’s disease and other forms of
cognitive decline. For example, in the ongoing Physicians’ Health Study, it was found that
physicians who had the highest homocysteine levels had 3.4 times the risk of those with lower or
normal levels. (For more information about homocysteine, see The Methylation Miracle, by Paul
Frankel, Ph.D., and Nancy Bruning.)BRAIN POWERHaving a sharp, clear mind is a sign of
overall optimum health at any age. Although our brain power seems to decline as time goes by,
forgetfulness, confusion, and fuzzy thinking can strike at any age. Fortunately, nutritional
supplements can help maintain and restore our cognitive prowess, as well as maintain overall
health of the nervous system throughout our lifetimes.For example, B vitamins have been shown
to be crucial for brain health, perhaps in part because so many of them are involved in
neurotransmitter production and in keeping nerves healthy. The classic B3 deficiency is pellagra,
which is characterized by the three Ds—dermatitis, diarrhea, and dementia. But subclinical



deficiencies of B3 and other nutrients may also take their toll. Studies have shown that low
intakes of B vitamins, in particular B12 and folic acid, can lead to cognitive decline and loss of
memory and concentration. There is also evidence that inadequate intakes of B vitamins may
predispose you to dementia and Alzheimer’s disease. Choline, a B-like vitamin, is needed to
form a neurotransmitter called acetylcholine, which the brain requires to store and retrieve
information. Lecithin, a rich source of choline, has been shown to improve memory. So, some of
the mental deterioration associated with aging may be preventable with optimum supplements
of B vitamins and choline.Antioxidants are important too, since free radicals can cloud your
mind. Free radicals attack anything—including the fatty-acid rich brain (fats are especially prone
to the ravages of oxidation). Also, your brain uses huge amounts of oxygen to function—and this
is a potential source of excess free radicals. A large population (almost 15,000 nurses) from the
famous Nurse’s Health Study was shown to have significant protection from dementia and
improved cognitive function later in life simply by taking supplements of the antioxidant vitamins
C and E. Studies also show that carnitine and alpha-lipoic acid are important for brain
performance, perhaps through antioxidant action. Both of these may prevent and even help treat
age-related decline in brain function, including Alzheimer’s disease. So it stands to reason that
all the antioxidants are potential brain savers.Minerals may also play a role in keeping your mind
in shape. For example, iron is needed for carrying oxygen to the brain, and iron supplements
have been shown to boost learning and memory in iron-deficient teens and test scores in
college students. Iron supplements have also been associated with improved moods, memory,
and attention span.So, if you want optimal brain performance throughout your whole life span,
the smart thing to do is to take optimum amounts of these nutrients.SUPPLEMENTS FOR
WEIGHT CONTROLEven people who do not “diet” aren’t getting all the nutrition they need from
food, so if you are cutting calories, you’re in double jeopardy. None of the popular diet plans
supplies a full 100 percent of the RDIs for thirteen key vitamins and minerals. In fact, women
would need to consume at least 2,000 calories a day to even come closer to the RDIs—and this
assumes you’re eating perfect, nutrient-dense foods. And men would need to consume at least
3,000 calories. So, as mentioned earlier, if you’re counting calories, you can count on
supplements to achieve healthy, optimum amounts of vitamins and minerals.If you have been
abusing your body with the misguided eating and severe food restriction common to many
dieters, your metabolism is likely to be sluggish. Healthy food alone will not supply your
metabolism with all the nutrients it needs to function optimally. Vitamins and minerals are like
metabolic spark plugs. Remember, they function as coenzymes needed to activate all your body
processes, including those involving the burning of fuel to form energy in your cells. If you’ve
been mistreating your metabolism for years when dieting, it’s likely that it needs a nutritional
boost of coenzymes. Optimum nutrition is also needed for energy to engage in physical activity
and to help you recover from exercise efficiently. So, nutritional supplements can actually help
you respond properly to a sensible weight loss and exercise program.There are other reasons
that dieters may require even more of certain nutrients than nondieters. As you lose weight by



changing your diet and exercising more, you hopefully will be burning fat rather than lean tissue
(muscle). But body fat is where you store toxins, and thus you will be releasing toxins into your
blood and body. Antioxidants help you shield yourself from this unavoidable exposure to the
increase in free radicals that are released when you burn body fat during exercise. Some of the
discomfort you felt while losing weight in the past could have been related in part to exposure to
these harmful chemicals.Certain other vitamins and minerals have been closely associated with
metabolism and weight loss. These include B vitamins, which are needed for protein utilization
and for helping you handle the stress that can sabotage the best weight-loss intentions. Others,
such as iodine, zinc, copper, and selenium, are needed to support healthy thyroid function. An
estimated 13 million Americans have thyroid problems, most often with underactive thyroids.
Underactive thyroid is eight times more common among women than among men, and 10
percent of women show signs of a fading thyroid by age fifty. Underactive thyroid can lead to
weight gain plus low energy. Environmental toxins can play a role in age-related underactive
thyroid, so another way to prolong the youthful function of your thyroid would be to take
antioxidant nutrients including beta-carotene, vitamin C, vitamin E, and selenium.Other nutrients
associated with weight loss are coenzyme Q10, which is needed for energy production; fish oil,
which has been shown to enhance thermogenesis (metabolism) in animals; and chromium and
magnesium, which are needed to properly metabolize sugar and are particularly helpful if you
are carbohydrate-sensitive. Chromium has the unique ability to shift weight loss mostly to the
loss of body fat rather than muscle; it may also blunt carbohydrate cravings.By the way, despite
the media hoopla about calcium and weight loss, many studies have shown that there is no
relation between calcium and weight loss. In fact, one study showed that children who drank the
most milk gained the most weight—even if the milk was 1 percent. In adults there are also many
conflicting studies, none of which have consistently shown that drinking more milk, or taking in
high amounts of calcium, will have an effect on obesity.Although these nutrients have been
singled out as important for weight control, remember that you still need to take the full spectrum
I recommend in this book because they all depend on one another and work synergistically. (For
more information about additional supplements you may want to take, please refer to our book
Dare to Lose.)The Changing View of Nutritional SupplementsTraditionally, the medical
community has been very skeptical of the use of vitamin supplements. However, this is starting
to change, especially regarding antioxidant nutrients. That’s because of the overwhelming
evidence that antioxidants may help prevent, slow, and even reverse serious diseases and
conditions such as atherosclerosis, cancer, and cataracts.Two large-scale, ongoing Harvard-
based studies—the Health Professionals Follow-up Study and the Nurses’ Health Study—stand
out as the turning point for many health professionals. These studies, which were discussed
above, are demonstrating the beneficial effects of antioxidants in the prevention of coronary
disease. Research such as this is gradually providing consistent enough evidence to convince
many former skeptics that supplementation with reasonable amounts of vitamins and minerals
provides us with the optimum protection we need. At a recent American College of Cardiology



meeting, two-thirds of the audience of approximately seven hundred physicians acknowledged
that they themselves took antioxidant supplements daily.Dr. Anthony J. Verlangieri, director of
the Atherosclerosis Research Laboratories and professor of pharmacology and toxicology at the
University of Mississippi School of Pharmacy, states, “Yes, absolutely, everyone should take
supplementary vitamins.” Based on twenty-five years of his research, he recommends that
everyone take 200 international units of natural vitamin E, 4,000 milligrams of vitamin C, and
either 2,500 international units of vitamin A or 15 to 25 milligrams of beta-carotene daily, in
divided doses. He states, “It is a myth that we all get the vitamins we need in our daily diets.” In
addition, he points out that there are absolutely no toxicities associated with these levels of
antioxidant supplementation.While it is not a rule that more is always better, some experiments
have shown that amounts of nutrients in excess of the RDIs, whether from food or supplements,
do have a more positive effect than lower amounts. Some doctors have claimed that any excess
micronutrients are a waste—that they simply end up in the urine. Although excess vitamins and
minerals are eliminated from the body, research indicates that even this may not be a waste. For
example, studies in which animals or humans were given substantially higher doses than the
RDA for vitamin C have suggested that any excess vitamin C that spills into the urine may have a
protective effect against urinary and bladder cancer.If We All Took SupplementsThe Council of
Responsible Nutrition evaluated ten years of the best scientific studies relating to the health
benefits of vitamin and mineral supplements. They found that consistently taking supplements
for a long period of time provides the strongest benefits, for people of all ages. Some highlights:•
Percentage by which neural tube birth defects could be reduced: 70• Savings per year in health-
care costs by delaying cardiovascular disease, stroke, and hip fracture: $89 billion• Percentage
by which sick days could be reduced in the elderly: 50One factor that may be persuading some
clinicians of the benefits of supplementation is that of cost. Several economists have estimated
that by increasing our intake of vitamins and minerals, we would reduce health-care costs by 25
percent for cardiovascular disease, 16-30 percent for a variety of cancers, and 50 percent for
cataracts. Another example of cost-effectiveness relates to carpal tunnel syndrome. When
vitamin B6 is used to treat this problem, it costs about $5 for a three-month supply. Compare this
amount with that of surgery, and the savings are clear.The ODIs—A Redefinition of HealthWe
have gradually expanded our knowledge and our thinking to include the notion that health
should no longer be negatively defined as the absence of disease. Our current concept of real
health is not one of mere survival, but one of a positive state of total mental and physical well-
being. We have drawn a distinction between maintaining minimum or adequate health—which is
what the RDIs appear to do—and attaining and maintaining optimum health—which the RDIs do
not ensure. We want to be as healthy as we can be in our daily lives. This includes taking
advantage of the most current research on the prevention of disease and the integration of
nutritional therapies with appropriate medical care during the early, most treatable stage of
disease.WHY DO WE NEED THE ODIs?In order to attain a state of optimum health and disease
prevention, we must take into our bodies optimum—not minimum—amounts of vitamins and



minerals. To distinguish them from the lesser amounts characteristic of the RDIs, I have called
these amounts the Optimum Daily Intakes, or ODIs. The need for ODIs is based on six factors:1.
The RDIs are generally based on an amount that simply prevents overt deficiency diseases.2.
The RDIs do not take into account preventive or therapeutic levels of nutrients.3. We cannot
meet the RDIs even if we eat the perfect diet.4. Because of many factors, including loss of
nutrients through shipping, storage, and processing, the foods available to us do not contain the
amounts of vitamins and minerals they should contain.5. The vitamins and minerals in foods and
supplements are never 100 percent absorbed.6. Owing to the constant bombardment of stress
factors, from pollution to emotional stress, we require higher levels of vitamins and minerals than
originally thought.In acknowledgment of the fact that people are individuals, and so require
differing amounts of nutrients, each of the ODIs in this book is presented as a range of doses.
Although a few ODIs are close to or the same as the RDIs, they are generally in excess of the
RDIs and are often many times that amount. However, they are not megadoses—a term that is
not only limiting, but totally inaccurate. Mega has come to mean ten times in popular usage and
in some scientific articles; however, the term literally means million. In The Real Vitamin and
Mineral Book, the ODI is often much more than ten times the RDI. However, it is never a million
times the RDI.WHAT IS THE BASIS FOR THE ODIs?The ODIs are based on data from three
sources: the most up-to-date research studies published in highly respected American and
foreign professional journals, my own clinical experience, and the experiences of other well-
known clinicians in the field. It should be noted that it is often difficult to draw firm conclusions
when there is no uniform standard that allows us to compare study results fairly. Among various
studies:• Different amounts of supplements are used.• Different forms of supplements are used
—e.g., d-alpha (natural vitamin E) versus dl-alpha-tocopherol (synthetic vitamin E).• Different
study designs are used—e.g., supplements are given for varying amounts of time, and diet and
daily habits may or may not be considered.• Different study populations are used. That is, the
study may test if something lowered the cholesterol levels in people who do not have elevated
cholesterol; the study may test for a blood pressure-lowering effect on people who do not have
hypertension; study subjects may be male or female; or studies may involve people in different
age groups.• Single nutrients are used. In reality, nutrients act synergistically and depend on one
another for maximum effect.EVALUATING THE STUDIESIt has been estimated that our
knowledge of the biological sciences is doubling every five to ten years, and human nutrition is
an especially fast-growing field. Many practitioners, including myself, are interested in new
findings and new ideas. We prefer to look forward, rather than backward. This means that we are
sometimes in the position of having to take sketchy, somewhat experimental data and apply
them to real-life situations, perhaps before the data are completely understood. So in many
instances, I have had to take the research studies a step further. But I consider case studies to
be “clinical pearls”; and applying the results of preliminary and pilot studies published in peer-
reviewed journals has no downside because there are virtually no adverse effects with natural
supplements. So why would you not try something if you were ill?One example of this regards



the stated uses of vitamin C. It has been shown that vitamin C blocks the formation of
nitrosamine from the nitrates in food.Therefore, it stands to reason that the same would hold true
for nitrosamines formed from air pollution in our lungs.Another example of extrapolation regards
animal studies. Wherever feasible, my recommendations have been based on human studies.
However, sometimes animal studies are all that is available, in part because it would be
unethical to use similar methods on humans. For instance, tumors are often induced in animals,
after which supplements are given to assess their efficacy in suppressing tumor growth.The
animals are usually killed after the experiment is completed to measure the effects of nutrition on
various parts of the body.According to the American Medical Association, the extrapolation from
animal studies to humans is widely accepted in the medical profession. Many major
breakthroughs in medicine, in fact, have occurred as a consequence of animal research.The
efficacy and toxicity of almost all the drugs used in medical practice were originally based on
animal research. Animal studies have also been generally accepted as sufficient proof that
certain substances, such as cyclamates and red dye number 2, may be cancer-producing in
humans. It is logical to conclude that in many cases, extrapolation of data from animal studies
with respect to human nutrition is just as valid. For instance, as mentioned earlier, the ODIs
reflect the fact that individual needs for nutrients vary. This is based not only on our knowledge of
human beings, but also on our knowledge of animals. Nobel Prize winner Linus Pauling found
that the vitamin requirements of individual animals within the same species vary by as much as
2,000 percent. He inferred that the same is probably true of humans.A third example of
extrapolation regards epidemiological studies—studies of the causes, distribution, and control of
disease in populations. For instance, researchers may measure the level of a certain vitamin in
the diet or blood of groups of people.They then see whether there is any correlation between
vitamin levels and state of health. Many of the studies linking a higher level of vitamin A or
carotenoids with a lower risk of cancer are of this type.THE GOLD STANDARD OR DOUBLE
STANDARD?Some nutritionists and physicians have disputed many of the findings of these
types of studies and have demanded stronger experimental proof. They want to see the same
kind of placebo-controlled double-blind studies that are required to evaluate drugs. In this type of
study, subjects are divided into two groups, one of which gets the drug, while the other gets a
placebo (a dummy or sugar pill). Both the subjects and investigators are “blind”; that is, neither
one knows which group of subjects is getting the drug or the placebo until the study is over and
the code is broken. The Food and Drug Administration requires that two such studies be
multicenter trials and show efficacy before a new medication is approved.There are a number of
problems with requiring that nutrients be evaluated using this so-called “gold standard” of
testing. First of all, these studies cost millions of dollars to conduct. Pharmaceutical companies,
which may profit handsomely from a patentable drug, are better able to fund such studies than
nutritional supplement companies, because nutrients are rarely patentable. Second—and,
actually, more important—this type of study is usually based on the magic bullet approach, in
which a single specific drug is used to cure or relieve the symptoms of a disease. This approach



makes less sense in nutrition. Nutrients are not single magic bullets. They do not work alone.
They work synergistically, and their effects cannot be adequately appreciated when they are
studied as isolated substances.So although the medical community is accustomed to seeing
double-blind placebo-controlled studies, many experts believe that these studies may not be
applicable in the evaluation of nutrients. Researcher and educator Jeffrey Bland, Ph.D., doesn’t
believe that we’ll ever have unequivocal proof that supplements work—nor that we need it in the
same way we do for drugs. He argues, “You can’t hold people on controlled diets with nutritional
supplements for thirty years, with a placebo group, to find answers to these questions about
something that at its worst does no harm.”In the Harvard School of Public Health’s December
1985 issue of Nutrition Reviews, Dr. D. M. Hegsted addressed this issue, pointing out the
inconsistency in the skeptics’ reasoning. He notes, “There is a large body of science, as valid as
any other science, which rests upon observation and deduction rather than experimentation—
such as astronomy, geology, and archaeology. Indeed, the crowning achievement of biology—
the theory of evolution—is based upon observation and deduction.”There’s another problem with
the gold standard. Recently, it has come to light that even drug testing itself does not come up to
its own avowed level of scientific testing. People generally assume that there must be evidence
that a drug or procedure is safe and effective or it would not be legal or ethical to use it. This is
not the case—it has been estimated that up to 90 percent of conventional medical practices are
not based on scientifically conducted studies. This includes such serious “lifesaving” surgical
procedures as angioplasty and bypass surgery, as well as the insertion of breast implants for
cosmetic purposes.And even when a drug or procedure has undergone testing and the results
have been published in peer-reviewed medical journals—you can’t always trust the information.
To find out why, we need only to follow the money.It costs an estimated $300-600 million to
develop a new drug—money that must be recouped if the pharmaceutical company is to survive
and please its stockholders.Today, the pharmaceutical companies—not an impartial institution
or our government—pay for 70 percent of the studies. This situation creates both pressure (to
prove a drug works and make back the investment) and control (over the studies that
supposedly evaluate the drug). If you think this just might create a conflict of interest—you’re
right. To its credit, the medical establishment is beginning to recognize the scope of the problem
within its own ranks. In 2000, Thomas Boderheimer wrote an article that was published in the
New England Journal of Medicine. He concludes that drug companies that pay for research
have been suppressing unfavorable results and manipulating the results to look better than they
really are. This conclusion was based on a review of articles in the medical literature and
interviews with thirty-nine participants in the drug development and testing process. The
evidence must have been very strong to be published in the conservative NEJM, a journal that
publishes the very types of articles the author was condemning.There are many ways in which
this power is abused. Trials may be speeded up and drugs not tested long enough for adverse
effects to show up. Studies are designed in ways that improve the likelihood of positive results;
for example, they may use a younger and healthier population than would actually be receiving



the drug, or they may compare it with a low dose or ineffective form of a competing drug. In
addition, they may report only a portion of the data and leave out the less favorable data. And
they may outright suppress publication of negative studies. Often, a professional medical writer
employed by the drug company writes the article, not the scientist “authors” listed. Or a clinical
investigator may appear as the author but has neither analyzed the data nor written a word of the
article. No one knows how often these abuses occur. However, in one article, 5 percent of
industry-sponsored cancer drugs reached negative conclusions (the drug did not work or was
too toxic), compared with 38 percent of nonindustry funded studies. Another study published in
the NEJM in 1998 found that 96 percent of the scientists involved in peer-reviewed articles had
financial ties to the drug being studied. Is it any wonder that drugs are being taken off the market
left and right because of adverse effects? Is it any surprise that many of my medical doctor
colleagues will not prescribe a new drug and would rather stay with the older drug that they
know?
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egflm, “... every person on the planet should read a book like this to inform themselves that
Vitamins and minerals are .... I believe that every person on the planet should read a book like
this to inform themselves that Vitamins and minerals are not 'nice to have' but essential fuel for
health. Supplementation is absolutely critical with a healthy diet due to mineral depletion of
most soils. The only complete sources left are sea algae. If this book were to be revised I would
include the following:1. More trace mineral information since they do serve a purpose like
'Germanium' which is only found in Ginger, although it is not essential it permits more oxygen to
be utilised by various organs in the body.2. My understanding of Vitamin D is that Vitamin D3
sulphate is the only form that the body uses efficiently. Thus exposure of our skin converts
sunlight to Vitamin D3 sulphate within the cholesterol of the skin. The only other source is raw
milk which is destroyed by pasteurization along with essential enzymes that help digest the
casein and eliminate lactose intolerances. So I would question the benefits of supplementation
of this Vitamin.3. It is worth mentioning that our own gut flora produces essential vitamins that
our body needs which include the whole B complex and Vitamin K2which are bio available
through absorption in the lower intestine. I have read however that these vitamins are not bio
available and are excreted out of the body before they can be used which are find hard to
believe. If the microbiom (gut flora) is in a healthy state then these vitaimns are used by the
body.4. The book states that 'Riboflavin (Vitamin B2)', Pantothenic Acid (Vitamin B5)', and Biotin
(Vitamin B7) have no known toxicities, however it is my understanding that ingesting high levels
of these vitamins can potentially damage DNA..it is worth further research.5. There is a section
on Vitamin K and there it is stated that our bacteria manufactures Vitamin K but no real
distinction is made between Vitamin K1 ( available in plant food ) used by the body to assist
blood clotting and K2 (available from our own gut flora, eggs ( approx 15micrograms), Natto
(390micrograms), goose liver and some fermented cheeses like Gouda) used by the body to
assist the transport of calcium.”

Earl W. Armstrong, “The book was so full of great information that I wanted to have a copy of .... I
checked it out of the local library first just to see if it fit my informational needs. The book was so
full of great information that I wanted to have a copy of my own so I could mark it up as I read it.
To my surprise, there was an updated version with more than 80 extra pages. I write on health
issues so I will include it as a resource for my readers. Understanding vitamins and minerals and
their synergistic relationships to the various metabolic mechanisms going on all the time inside
the body is clearly examined in this well written, well researched book. I'd recommend it to
anyone wanting to understand the whole picture of what brings about good health.”

Gina Briganti, “Perfect for Anyone!. My first exposure to The Real Vitamin & Mineral Book was
the previous edition as a textbook in nutrition college.It is one of only two books that I found to be



invaluable enough from my school days to buy the new edition when it became available.This
edition is as clearly written and well researched as the previous editions, with the added bonus
of updated information.As a holistic health consultant I still think it is important to seek
professional advice before you start making changes to your wellness plan, but this book will
help you to understand what supplements truly can and cannot do.Enjoy!”

LoJay, “Very highly recommended!. Best book I ever read in the subject. I have owned a copy
since her first edition, and bought this for a gift. Shari knows her stuff and is a very interesting
writer, easy to read and understand. She makes it very interesting. Anyone who wants to know
more about your body, good health, and what you might be lacking (in diet) should read this
book. Very highly recommended.”

Ott Ed., “Great book.... Great book, don't miss it if you care about vitamins/minerals and how to
get benefits from itMaybe this is the #1 in this field”

Moon, “Thanks to Shari and Nancy .... This book is the best I ever found .... I did a lot of research
on my own and realized that everything was a match”

rw, “Great Vitamin & Mineral coverage. A great book on general nutrition.”

JUSTIN EL, “The best book available for nutrient supplementation. This is the best nutrition
supplementation book I have found. Don't think about it just buy it and see for yourself. Gives
optimum daily intakes of each nutrient.”

Tootles, “Five Stars. An excellent reference book”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Five Stars. Its a real book”

The book by Shari Lieberman has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 116 people have provided feedback.
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